
 

1. Africa Day Commemoration  

This project aims to create, maintain and increase awareness of Africa to the public at large, 

to promote unity between International students and the general public  and to celebrate 

Africa Day. Projects theme – Silencing the Guns; creating conducive conditions for Africa’s 

development 

 Actions – organization of Africa day 

 

2. Days of Ukraine: politics and security. Edition III  

The projects aim is to integrate Ukrainian and Polish students, PhD students and UMCS 

employees with the academic community.  

 Actions: "Europe our common home" conference: 2nd edition with the participation of the 

 Ukrainian ambassador Andriy Deszczyca and the prominent journalist from Ukraine - Vitalii 

 Portnikow. 

 An integration study trip to Warsaw: the embassy of Ukraine and the Office of the 

 Representation of the European Commission in Poland.  

 

3. UMCS INTERCULTURAL COMMUNITY    

 This project aims towards developing and promoting an intercultural community and 

 communication between students. This will act as a platform to support each other through 

 emotional and stressful periods. Furthermore, it will foster knowledge and experiences 

 sharing. One of the main actions is to develop a platform where students and the public can 

 discuss contemporary international issues. 

 Actions such as: online presentations, self-catering BBQ, trip to Aqua Lublin to museums and 

 Botanical garden of UMCS. 

 

4. POINT.UMCS 

 The projects mission is to show the diversity of cultures and the uniqueness of the students               

 studying at Maria-Curie Sklodowska University. These aspects will allow students to fully            

 realize the goal of the event - to show the international advantages and prospects of               

 studying at the UMCS. 

 

5. Trainings and workshops for international students at UMCS  

 The projects idea and goal is to educate students on topics necessary for future career 

 development, give them skills and knowledge on personal development, Integrate them with 

 other participants and thus improve interpersonal communication and group work skills 

 through training and workshops on writing a CV/motivation letter, stress management and 

 etc. 

 



6. Sports for Integration  

 The activities will majorly focus on two sports, namely Volleyball and Football This project will 

 last 6 months and aims to:  

-  Promote intercultural exchanges of experiences  

-  Promote integration and reconciliation  

-  Promote active participation of female and male students  

-  Enhance knowledge sharing through sports. 


